This paper presents an overview of an external state management system that has been designed and developed as part of Jade's implementation of Time Warp. The saving of state information can be a serious overhead for optimistic synchronization mechanisms. This can become particularly relevant on the critical path of a parallel simulation. One optimization possible when processes have large states is to limit state saving to those parts that change at a given event. A backtrail of state changes is maintained instead of making full state copies to support rollback. An approach to this optimization, called demand state saving (DSS) has been implemented within Jade's external state management system (ESM). ESM enables building custom state managers, such as DSS, for different types of state information. These state managers reside outside of the Time Warp executive making it easier to develop and utilize altemative state management schemes. Both ESM and DSS are described in this paper. A rough analysis that compares DSS with copy state saving suggests that in the worst case, DSS will be superior when the fraction of state modified at an event is less than 20% of the total state.
INTRODUCTION
Optimistic synchronization mechanisms such as Time Warp [Jefferson 851 have been shown to produce substantial execution speed-up due to parallelism [Baezner 92, 891 , [Fujimoto 92, 901 , [Unger 90, 89, 881. However, there are significant overheads associated with the implementation of optimistic methods that can prevent achieving these performance benefits.
One obstacle to achieving speed-up with optimistic methods is the execution time and memory overhead associated with state saving. Optimistic methods assume that a simulation is decomposed into a number of concurrently executing processes. Since optimism requires the ability to roll back the simulation to a previous time, the state of a process must periodically be saved. If process states are large this can incur both a substantial execution overhead penalty to copy process state and a memory usage penalty to repeatedly save these large states.
Copy state saving can incur a particularly onerous overhead because it is performed for every process, even for processes that never rollback. That is, processes on the critical path of a computation typically incur state saving overhead for every event.
Several optimizations are possible that reduce state saving overhead [Baezner 891 , [Jefferson 91, 901 , [Fujimoto 92, 90, 891, [Lomow 881 , [West 881 . For example, a process that is furthest behind in virtual time, i.e., the current process on the critical path, does not need to have its state saved since it can never rollback. Another possible optimization is to save only that part of a process state that has changed during some time period. Such an incremental state saving scheme has been described in [Fujimoto 921 . A version of this optimization is embodied in Jade's demand state saving (DSS) manager.
Simulations that involve processes with large states can benefit from DSS. The basic idea is to use a backtrace of state changes instead of a state copy. Upon rollback, this method requires scanning through this backtrace to re-compute the state that must be restored. [Cleary 911 and DSS, the latter described in this paper.
Sim++ is a general purpose model development library which through extension enables the environment to be tailored to specific application domains. This includes reusable model components and libraries, graphical user interfaces, and tools for experiment preparation, execution control, results analysis, and playback.
Here parallel simulation refers to the execution of a discrete-event simulatioii on a multiprocessor computer system. The goals of parallel simulation are to reduce the execution time of simulations and to allow larger and more complex systems to be simulated. One challenge in achieving these goals is to preserve the causal relationships present in .a simulation without relying on global knowledge and centralized control. The causality constraint can be defined as follows:
If the execution of an event A causes or affects the execution of an event B, then the execution of A and : B must be scheduled in real time so that A is completed before B starts. Optimistic systems execute events even when there is a possibility that doing so will violate the causality constraint. As a result, optimistic systems require the ability to detect and correct causality errors when they occur. Optimism trades the cost of causality error detection and correction for not having to perform deadlock avoidance or deadlock detection and recovery (as required in conservative systems).
A Time Warp implementation of Virtual Time permits the LVT of each process to advance independently of the LVTs maintained by other processes. As long as a process is able to receive its messages in order of increasing receive time, its execution proceeds normally.
A conflict occurs when a message arrives at a process with a receive time less than the processes' LVT. Such a message is referred to as a straggler and its arrival indicates that causality may have been violated. The erroneous computation resulting from a causality error may have produced an erroneous process state, as well as, erroneously sent messages based on that state. Erroneous computations are eliminated using process rollback and message cancellation. In rollback, the process is restored to a state prior to the straggler's receive time and messages which were sent after that time may be canceled. After rollback, the process resumes executing, re-receiving the same messages as before, as well as, receiving the straggler. Erroneously sent messages are canceled by sending anti-messages, see [Jefferson 851 for a complete description. Although rollback may involve multiple processes, global synchronization is not required.
To support rollback and message cancellation, three data structures are associated with each process: an input queue, an output queue, and a state queue. The input queue consists of messages sent to a process and includes both the messages the process has received as well as those it has not. The messages received by a process remain in the input queue in case the process rolls back and must re-receive those messages.
The output queue contains of copies of messages sent by a process. The messages in the output queue are referred to as anti-messages and are used to cancel erroneously sent messages. The state queue consists of copies of the state of the process that are periodically saved. Typically, a process state is saved prior to the execution of each event. When a straggler message is received the process is restored to the most recently saved state that precedes the causality error.
Depending on the number and size of messages, antimessages, and states saved, the memory available on a parallel processor could easily be exhausted in simply maintaining the input, output, and state queues of Time Warp processes. The amount of such historical information required by Time Warp to support rollback and message cancellation can be limited through the computation of global virtual time (GVT) and the recovery of memory used for messages and states older than GVT, again see [Jefferson 851 .
External State Management (ESM)
The ESM system provides an interface to the TimeWarp executive that enables keeping language and application specific state saving functions outside of the executive. The structure of ESM is illustrated in Figure 1 . The ESM encapsulates a set of state managers (SMs), each tailored for different kinds of data, and for different access patterns to that data. These SMs can be accessed automatically by compiler generated code, or directly by the model developer, through the SM interface. State managers (SMs) track state changes executed by model code. Any number of special purpose SMs can be associated with a given process. The SM interface can be tailored to the application and can support different programming languages. The TimeWarp executive accesses SM functions through the ESM system.
The ESM interface to TimeWarp is defined by the following functions. TimeWarp makes upcalls to these ESM functions which then call the corresponding functions implemented in the appropriate SMs. set-rollback-point i s called at times that the executive determines is appropriate; usually before optimistically advancing time. The ESM calls the same function within each SM which records information necessary to perform a rollback to this point in the computation (should a rollback subsequently become necessary). This record could be an entire snapshot of the state of the process or just a pointer into a backtrace trail.
do-rollback is called to return a process to the state it was in at a previous time where set-rollbackgoint was called. This could be implemented by unwinding a backtrace, by doing a complete state restore, a state pointer swap or other special purpose technique that leaves the process in a state identical to its state when set-rollbackgoint was called.
fossil-collect is called when GVT advances and old state memory can be reclaimed. All state memory consumed prior to the most recent set-rollbackgoint that is less than, or equal to, GVT can be reclaimed. size routines are used by the Cancelback mechanism to anticipate memory usage. The amount of memory which would be consumed if set-rollback-point were called is returned. Cancelback uses this to determine how much memory must be reclaimed before re-trying certain failed memory allocation attempts. It is also possible to back out of a partially completed set-rollbackgoint if memory is exhausted.
termination is called once as the executive terminates. This allows statistics information to be dumped as well as any other special termination processing such as output buffer flushing or file closing. (DSS) . The first is a general purpose DSS which manages an arbitrarily long block of memory. The second is an efficient four byte DSS which manages aligned four byte values. Both of these SMs save the backtrace of memory snapshots into a stream buffer that is used to unwind the staite changes on rollback.
With either of these DSS SMs, only the changed portion is saved, and upon rollback, only the changed portions are restored. In a sparsely changed data structure, such as a terrain data base, this will result in substantial space and time saving over copy state saving which snapshots the entire state.
SMs export a specific user interface to the model, or application, level. 7:hi.s may be a memory snapshot routine called before each change of a block of state, or a registration routine which marks all modified blocks of state for use in automatic state saving a t a set-rollbackjoint call. These routines may cause the back trace trail to expand and allocation to occur. A special model level allocation routine is used which only fails when there is no memory in a non-transient sense.
This allocation routine is used because the snapshot routine is called from model code, where deterministic computation is required. Failure due to a transient lack of memory would destroy determinism.
Other possible SMs include: an optimistic I/O system with read and write routines which seek backwards and truncate a file on rollback; and a data structure maintenance system that works in a forward and reverse sense. The latter could include data bases, prolog interpreters, in memotry hash tables, trees or heaps. The exact memory contents do not have to be restored on rollback, only the abstract state of the data structure. For example, a tree could wind up being balanced differently after an optimistic advance and rollback, but it would have exactly the same nodes and be in exactly the same order.
A process model of computation could be built above an event based executive, allowing special stack saving and restoration to occur. Model level allocation and deallocation on rollback: can be handled. Special SMs can be developed to aid in debugging. First we will estimate the number of memory operations for one cycle with copy state saving. In the forward direction we will have f stores into a [-] each with one read to compute the index i, one read to retrieve the value to be stored, and one write to a [i] . If a[*] has n elements then one cycle will involve 3fxn operations in the forward direction.
State saving at each event will require a read and write for each element of a[*] or 2xn operations. The rollback will require 2n operations for a total of: 3fxn+2xn+2n = n(3fx+2x+2) operations.
For DSS the original write will take at least three operations as above. The next element will need to be read and stored, the limit (of the current block allocated for the backtrace) will need to be read, the original value in a[*] read and two stores will be required to save the array value and index for a total of nine operations, i.e., 9fxn. The rollback cost will be 3 operations for each entry rolled over giving approximately 3rfn operations. This gives 9fxn+3rfn=nf(9x+3r).
Thus for DSS to be faster we need:
For a given x, f will be minimized when r is as large as possible. Since r I x let r = x. Then
Unger et al.
This expression is minimized when x is large giving f l a g Thus in the worst case the DSS SM is faster if no more than 22% of the array is modified during a cycle. The best case occurs when x=l and r=O where f I 2 / 3 . Break-even occurs at f = 30% for the following pairs (r,x): (2,2), (3,4) , (3, 8) , (616) (12,321.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An external state management (ESM) system was described which can encapsulate a number of different state managers (SMs). Then an SM called demand state saving (DSS) was outlined and two versions of this mechanism were sketched. A rough analysis suggests that DSS will always be faster than copy state saving when less than 22% of the state is modified between events. DSS may be faster in some cases even when 67% of the state is modified. For simulations that involve large states this situation may be typical.
Richard Fujimoto has suggested that the longer computation required upon rollback for incremental state saving schemes may cause erroneous computations to get farther ahead than with copy state saving [Fujimoto 921 . This may be avoided by aggressive cancellation. However, the gains due to lazy cancellation would be lost. Experimentation is required to assess the value of ESM and DSS.
A number of optimizations are possible with ESM.
Part of the state could be copy saved and part could be backtraced depending on the frequency with which it is referenced. Other optinlizations are possible with shared memory implementations of Time Warp.
